February 2013

Equipment News
Hurricane 900 XTT (30” Cylindrical & 42” Disc)
Code: 19360 / 19358

The 900 XTT 30” is our cylindrical brush, scrub and sweep version of the Hurricane. This
scrubbing-sweeping system includes a debris hopper with a capacity of 15L. It’s three
cleaners in one! It sweeps, thanks to the two rollers as well as washing and drying, in one
single pass! The 42” offers an even larger cleaning path, ideal for the most extreme washing
project. This Hurricane 900 XTT guarantees high performance, thanks to the considerable
capacity of the tanks and batteries, while remaining compact
and manoeuvrable.

New

Gladiator 712/1202/1404
Code: 19673 / 19671 / 19672

The Gladiator 712, 1202 & 1404 are our latest additions to the Gladiator family.
The sweepers offer both productivity and high performance while remaining
user friendly. The Gladiator 712 walk-behind features a 36” cleaning path
and allows for carpet to hard surface cleaning without adjustment. The
Gladiator 1202 is designed to tackle bigger cleaning tasks, by offering a 48”
cleaning path and an effective discharge system due to separate controls
for hopper raising and tilting. Last but not least, the Gladiator 1404, with
its dual-power system and choice of three different brushing methods
provides an answer to even the most difficult cleaning situation.

New

1200 XT Box Extractor
Code: 19388 / 19387

Our classic 1200 XT Box Extractor is now also available in 300 psi and 500 psi. Its adjustable spray
pressure provides versatility to clean delicate upholstery and the power to clean the dirtiest carpet.
Our latest heavy duty Dual Jet Wand (19695) and heavy duty 25’ Solution/Vacuum Hose (19694) are
the perfect complement for these high pressure box extractors.

New

New Double Curve Wand
Code: 28802

The wand 28801 has been replaced with a new double curve style wand
to offer a more comfortable cleaning experience. This lightweight,
ergonomic S-bend wand will reduce fatigue while giving a better reach
under furniture. The coupling fits11/2” commercial tools.

For more information visit: dustbane.ca
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Chemical News
Eco-Expert Launch!
Code: 53191 (4L) / 53193 (20L)

New

The carpet cleaner Expert (53188 / 53189) has been discontinued to leave room for our latest EcoLogo
certified product, Eco-Expert. This neutral pH formula can be safely used on all stain resistant and
colorfast carpets; works well with all Dustbane spot and stain removers. The blend of very low
foaming surfactant will not clog the vacuums, and allows recovery tanks to be completely utilized. It
contains no phosphates.

New F-Matic Refill Cartridges
Code: 51161 / 51162 / 51163 / 51164 / 51165/ 51166

The F-Matic ONE refill fragrance cartridges have been dramatically improved to be virtually spill proof
from start to finish, avoiding messes. The simple twist opening takes only seconds, reducing labour,
time and money. These fragrance cartridges offer 60 days of odour control in an environmentally
friendly way as they operate without batteries or fuel cells of any kind, are VOC compliant and contain
no propellants. They are completely recyclable too!

!
Improved

New Boxes for Dustbane Sweeping Compound
Code: 52509

The 22 kg Dustbane Sweeping Compound will now come in boxes 11.5” x 9.5” x 13.5”, to allow for
more efficient shipping and handling. Skids can now accomodate 32 boxes instead of 27! Now that’s
a way to maximize space and save you money!

New Catalogue and Equipment Book!
Our Product Catalogue and Equipment Book have been revamped! Check out the enclosed copies!
They now include all of our latest innovations as well as our full line of products and equipment!
These are also available on our website!

For more information visit: dustbane.ca
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